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ABSTRACT

Research scholar faces many problems to write research paper his initial phase of research. Segments of research paper contains which type of information is always difficult to recognize for a new scholar and hard to understand. Many Guidelines are available on internet & journal site these are confusing and ambiguous. This paper present the basic information about the research paper in three words for each sections of research paper. In this study we try to include all guidelines provided by the various journals to help scholar. Three words definition is easier to learn, remember and understand the research paper for long term. This study promote the research writing and article writing.

This study will assist Research Scholar, Academician, and Industrialist to perceive research papers and motivate them to write research work.
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Introduction

When you start or enter in research zone, every guide suggests you to read research paper and write whatever you read and understand. Or we can say that first thing you hear form your guide is Research paper. Basically to innovate something and Present their document is known as Research and that document is known as Research Paper. Research Papers job is to provide guidance for new researchers. So writing of research means providing the base for building. And reading the research paper means follow the right way to make a new way.

A Fine Research paper is always in well format and sequential arranged. So writing a proper research paper is important but arranging sequence of segments of research paper is more important.

To learn something it is very good way to remember the key words or points. On this basis this paper is written. Three words in English always known as Golden words. So we try to define the whole research paper body in reference of three words differ for each section.

In next segment of paper write the study of previous guidelines. Summarize various research paper based on how to write research paper. After that write some hypothesis about the each segment of research paper in three words. And also write some genuine guidelines of research paper in shot. And in last section conclude the full study which will present in this paper.

Orientation

Many research have been in the area of research paper writing. Different author explain differently about the paper and explain the each part of research paper. Some give their explanation in the form of number of steps and others told about the outline of structure. In this study I read lot of research paper of other authors.

Michael Derntl presents a study and explain to write a good research paper required a guideline, and every research scholar should present the research paper in his or her research period[1]. Elena D. Kallestinova write some basic idea for new scholar, to write a paper firstly prepare an outline with schedule and divide the research into modules. And write a paper which is vast or comprehensive[2]. Joan Bolker present a study in which he writes about the writing addition also suggest to set a writing goal for good writing Practice [3].

Dees & Robert in their book give the theoretical and experimental view of writing. They told research paper must be complete copy of any research so one can follow that paper for his reference [4]. In this study author points about the plagiarism that means whatever you write in your research paper must be original and unique, you cannot include mimed text in your research paper [5]. IEEE have some significant value in the field of engineering research. IEEE also provide some guidelines for students[6], in their guideline, they covered about almost all small to biggest research aspect. They write about the who is author, how to write, how to improve writing, how to revise almost all aspects in detail. In Springer they provide Publishing ethics and few detail of format of research paper [7]. Peat, J, and their team give every detail of research paper, but their emphasis is on learning & understanding, they write in their book about it is easy to write if we totally understand the concept[9].

Hypothesis:

a) Research Title- It is a first clause which make your research paper noticeable. “Judging a book by its cover” is similar for research title, research title explain the whole research work. Condense, Capture and Compare these three words well suited for research paper. Write a research title in such a way which Condense the entire research paper, capture the reader's attention and compare the paper form other papers of same subject domain.

b) Abstract- Abstract is the root of any research paper. If you write an appropriate research paper so it will increase the number of readers. Basically an abstract includes problem statement, methods, theory, and result in precise manner [8]. An Abstract can be define by these following words: Summarize, Standalone, Stimulus. It means an abstract should be the summarized text which standalone represent the whole study or research work or stimulus for new scholar.

c) Introduction- introduce the whole research work in this section. Write the problem statement, justify your research work, write some Background of your research. Introduction can be written at appropriate by focusing these three words- Define, Decency Detail. Define your research paper, write the decay of your research and detail of background makes a good introduction for research paper.

d) Literature Review- this is most important phase of your research. Read many articles, research paper and books related to your research domain. And write what you understand in this section. Comprehend the other's research, write the comments or key point and conclude. Comprehend, Comment and Conclude these three things commonly written in this section.

e) Hypothesis- in this section author write what you study, understand and what can happen. Perceive, Perusal, and Presumption are words define hypothesis section. Perusal the information, perceive the information and write the presumption on that basis.

f) Proposed Algorithm/Algorithm- generally this section will be written in scientific & engineering research paper. In which you write the solution for specific problem. Propose, Process and Progress these three things will be written in this section. Propose a new algorithm, write the various Processes includes in algorithm and write the progress of algorithm.

g) Result Analysis- In this section compare the research result of other algorithms with same domain to our suggested or implemented algorithm. Attributes, Analysis and Accord are words help to write Research Analysis. Analyze and accord the various attributes of algorithm by comparing the results of other algorithm.

h) Conclusion/Future Scope- this part of research paper include some key points discussed in other section of research paper and also write future scope of your research work. Sequel, Scope and Summarize are well suited word for conclusion. Write the sequel of your research work, Give the detail.
of future scope of your work and summarize the total work.

i) References /Bibliography- in this section we write the source of our content. Various section of research paper includes detail which is already present in research paper, books. We write author name and detail from where we get full text. Relative, Refer and Reach are well suited words for References. Find the relative research refer that research and write the path from we reach to that work in proper format.

### Table 1: Summary of Hypothesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Research Title</td>
<td>Condense, Capture and Compare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Abstract</td>
<td>Summarize, Standalone, Stimulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>Define, Decency Detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Literature Review</td>
<td>Comprehend, Comment and Conclude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Hypothesis</td>
<td>Perceive, Perusal, and Presumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Proposed Algorithm/Algorithm</td>
<td>Propose, Process and Progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Result Analysis</td>
<td>Attributes, Analysis and Accord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Conclusion/Future Scope</td>
<td>Sequel, Scope and Summarize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>References/Bibliography</td>
<td>Relative, Refer and Reach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

This study will give three word definition for each section of research paper. We also discussed about the other author’s research. In Table 1 we summarized presented hypothesis. In this paper proposed the hypothesis, after some survey or case study we can also prove this. To prove this study we can give it to number of readers and ask them is it beneficial or not. If readers are able to recognize what is research paper, which section includes which type of information on that basis we can justify our hypothesis.

This study surely help to new scholar to understand the research paper. In future with this definition scholar can write better research paper with the guidelines how to write paper. This paper focuses on the content not on the formatting & guidelines. So in future scholar can write the paper which focuses on guideline.
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